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Background

● Language models yield insight into how machines and humans learn language

● Human: Sequential data learning vs. Inductive bias for hierarchical structure?
● Machine: How much linguistic knowledge does a language model possess?



Evaluating language models

● How should we assess the quality of a neural language model (NLM)?
○ Traditional (information-theoretic) approach: perplexity 
○ Alternative (psycholinguistic) approach: targeted syntactic evaluation
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Evaluating language models

● How should we assess the quality of a neural language model (NLM)?
○ Traditional (information-theoretic) approach: perplexity 
○ Alternative (psycholinguistic) approach: targeted syntactic evaluation

● Psycholinguistic evaluation method:
○ Minimal pairs of sentences which differ only at a target word/phrase
○ e.g. The girl embarrassed herself / *himself.
○ Compare probabilities of continuations (conditioned on the prefix)

● This approach has shown NLMs to successfully learn many phenomena



But what about failures?

● We often hold NLMs against human-like standards
○ Failure → the lack of some relevant linguistic knowledge

● But there are different potential sources of failure
○ Learning limits of NLMs?
○ Artifact of experimental designs?



But what about failures?

● We often hold NLMs against human-like standards
○ Failure → the lack of some relevant linguistic knowledge

● But there are different potential sources of failure
○ Learning limits of NLMs?
○ Artifact of experimental designs?

● Our study focuses on reflexive anaphor licensing (RAL)
○ Previous work reported poor learning outcome (e.g. Futrell et al., 2018; 

Marvin & Linzen, 2018)
○ Take a closer look at RAL learning with carefully controlled experiments



Case study: Reflexive Anaphor Licensing

● A priori, we expect RAL to be difficult to learn for several reasons. 
○ (1) Multiple syntactic constraints

The fathers said the women near the boys saw themselves

● Violates Locality: the matching antecedent 
must be in the same clause as the reflexive.
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● Satisfies C-Command
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● A priori, we expect RAL to be difficult to learn for several reasons. 
○ (1) Multiple syntactic constraints
○ (2) Non-obligatory based on the preceding context 

● Subject-verb agreement: [The girl]sg arrives at home
● Filler-gap dependency: What did the boy see the girl eat _____?
● Reflexives are licensed: [The girl] saw {birds/nobody/herself/...}

➔ High variance in the downstream contexts given an upstream licensor



Case study: Reflexive Anaphor Licensing

● A priori, we expect RAL to be difficult to learn for several reasons. 
○ (1) Multiple syntactic constraints
○ (2) Non-obligatory based on the preceding context
○ (3) The intensifier use: a different distribution

"The only thing we have to fear is fear itself."



Case study: Reflexive Anaphor Licensing

● A priori, we expect RAL to be difficult to learn for several reasons. 
○ (1) Multiple syntactic constraints
○ (2) Non-obligatory based on the preceding context
○ (3) The intensifier use: a different distribution

➔ All of these factors present a challenge for NLMs to learn a robust 
representation for RAL.



Previous work & paradigm

● Marvin & Linzen (2018): testing number agreement
○ Sentential complement construction

(1) The bankers1 said [[the pilot]2 hurt *themselves/himself2].
○ Relative clause construction

(2) [The bankers1 [who the pilot2 hurt]] hurt *himself/themselves1.

● Accuracy: the proportion of trials where the model assigns higher probability 
to the correct reflexive given the prefix 



Previous work & paradigm

● Marvin & Linzen (2018): testing number agreement
○ Sentential complement construction

(1) The bankers1 said [[the pilot]2 hurt *themselves/himself2].
○ Relative clause construction

(2) [The bankers1 [who the pilot2 hurt]] hurt *himself/themselves1.

● Accuracy: the proportion of trials where the model assigns higher probability 
to the correct reflexive given the prefix 

● Question: Do the reported failures really show a lack of learning potentials of 
reflexive anaphor licensing for NLMs?



Concern

● In many standard training corpora, the reflexive pronouns themselves, himself, 
and herself differ dramatically in frequency, leading to an asymmetry in 
unigram probabilities
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Concern

● This presents a confound because all models are likely to implicitly factor 
unigram probabilities when estimating conditional probabilities in context. 

● Learning signal may not be strong enough to override the influence coming 
from unigram probability differences.

● Even if a model has learned correct generalizations about the relevant features 
of the context, any learned generalizations could be obscured.
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Present study

● Conform to well-controlled psycholinguistic experimentation method:          
keep the target reflexive fixed, vary the preceding context in each condition

● Each sentence in our test suites has two NPs (licensing + non-licensing), 
verb(s), a target reflexive, as well as material that modulates the syntactic state

Sentential complement:  NP1  Verb1 that  [NP2 Verb2 Refl]
Relative clause: [NP1 [that     NP2  Verb1]] Verb2 Refl
Prepositional phrase: [NP1 [Preposition NP2]] Verb   Refl



Experimental conditions

Condition Licensing NP Non-licensing NP Grammaticality Example (Sent Comp)

Baseline Match Match ✓ The {mother, girl}1 said that the 
{girl, mother}2 saw herself2

Distractor Match Mismatch ✓ The {mothers, girls}1 said that the 
{girl, mother}2 saw herself2

Ungrammatical Mismatch Match ✗ *The {mother, girl}1 said that the 
{girls, mothers}2 saw herself2



Evaluation metrics

● For a given item, the model makes a correct prediction if the probability of the 
target reflexive in the Ungrammatical condition is lower than that in both the 
Distractor and Baseline conditions. 

Ungrammatical < Baseline
&

Ungrammatical < Distractor



Evaluation metrics

● For a given item, the model makes a correct prediction if the probability of the 
target reflexive in the Ungrammatical condition is lower than that in both the 
Distractor and Baseline conditions. 

● Three-way comparison: Chance performance is 33.33%
● In contrast to the 50% from existing paradigms that compare 

grammatical vs. ungrammatical variants



Language models



Logic of the experiments

Experiment Configuration Lexical Materials Example item (Baseline condition)

Exp. 1

Exp. 1a Relative clause Marvin & Linzen
(2018)

The {banker, pilot} that the {pilot, banker}
embarrassed hurt herself

Exp. 1b Sentential 
complement

Marvin & Linzen
(2018)

The {banker, pilot} said that the {pilot, banker}
saw herself

Exp. 2

Exp. 2a Relative clause Original The {mother, girl} that the {girl, mother} 
embarrassed hurt herself

Exp. 2b Sentential 
complement Original

The {mother, girl} said that the {girl, mother} 
saw herself

Exp. 3 Prepositional 
phrase Original

The {mother, girl} near the {girl, mother} saw 
herself



Experiment 1: loose replication of Marvin & Linzen

● Adopting their lexical items:
○ Occupation nouns that are stereotypically male
○ OOVs for RNNG and TinyLSTM; only on the large-vocabulary models 

(BERT, TransXL, JRNN, GRNN, 5-gram).

● Our design differs in that we hold the reflexive anaphor fixed while varying the 
context, with the position of the nouns counterbalanced.
○ Exp 1a (relative clause): The {banker, pilot} that the {pilot, banker} embarrassed hurt herself
○ Exp 1b: (sentential complement): The {banker, pilot} said that the {pilot, banker}saw herself



Exp 1a: M&L Relative Clause Construction

● GRNN shows considerable improvement: M&L reports near-chance accuracy 
(55% ~ 50%); we report accuracy well above chance (70% >> 33.33%). 

● BERT achieves slightly lower accuracy than in Goldberg (2019) (76% vs. 80%), 
but note that our chance baseline is lower.

https://graphemica.com/~


Exp 1b: M&L Sentential Complement Construction

● All large-vocabulary NLMs perform near ceiling in our paradigm
● GRNN achieves 100% accuracy, showing a marked improvement over 

previously reported results



Experiment 1 summary

● Our evaluation revealed more learning potentials than previously reported.

● Correct trend for the sentential complement construction (Exp 1b), but the 
pattern is slightly less clear for the relative clause construction (Exp 1a).
○ One possible explanation: in a relative clause, the licensing NP is linearly 

farther away from the reflexive than the distracting NP
○ A global preference for linear proximity may have obscured learning of 

structural adjacency



Problems with stereotypical gender

● Not extendable to models with smaller vocabularies
○ Of interest for questions regarding the implications for language 

acquisition, and learnability of different syntactic phenomena
● Issues of replicability with future corpora

○ The stereotypical gender of occupations represented in word embeddings 
can vary across time and cultures (Garg et al., 2018).



Experiment 2

● Use high-frequency nouns with lexicalized gender
● e.g. man, woman, father, daughter

● Structure is the same as Exp 1: we hold the reflexive anaphor constant while 
varying the context, with the position of the nouns counterbalanced.
○ Exp 2a (relative clause): The {mother, girl} that the {girl, mother} embarrassed hurt herself
○ Exp 2b: (sentential complement): The {mother, girl} said that the {girl, mother} saw herself



Exp 2a: Relative Clause Construction

● Overall, accuracy scores are high for most of the large-vocabulary NLMs 
(BERT, TransXL, JRNN); above chance for GRNN

● At/below chance for the small models RNNG & TinyLSTM



Exp 2b: Sentential Complement Construction

● All large-vocabulary neural models perform near ceiling
● The small-vocabulary models RNNG and TinyLSTM achieve lower but well-

above-chance accuracy



A closer look at relative clauses

● Relative clause construction: lower accuracy 
○ Across different lexical materials (Exp 1a & Exp 2a)
○ Consistent with what has been reported in previous work
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A closer look at relative clauses

● Relative clause construction: lower accuracy 
○ Across different lexical materials (Exp 1a & Exp 2a)
○ Consistent with what has been reported in previous work

● Two NPs in this configuration:
● Linearly, the licensing NP is farther away from the reflexive
● Clausal boundary between the two NPs

● Could the clausal boundary between the two nouns phrases impose 
complexity for RAL learning?



Experiment 3: Prepositional Phrases

● We place a distractor NP inside a PP modifier in the local subject NP 
○ The licensing NP is also NP1; the distracting NP is NP2
○ But no clausal boundary between the two NPs

Relative clause: [NP1 [that     NP2  Verb1]S ] Verb2 Refl
➔ Prepositional Phrase: [NP1 [Preposition NP2]PP] Verb   Refl

● As in Exp 1&2, we hold the reflexive anaphor constant while varying the 
context, and we use nouns with lexicalized gender.



Exp 3 results

● Performance is well above chance for all neural models except TinyLSTM
● Higher accuracies in Exp 3 for BERT, GRNN, TinyLSTM, RNNG
● RNNG shows a clear advantage over TinyLSTM (62% vs. 43%)



Summary

● We took a closer look at these previously reported failures of RAL learning
● Conducting new experiments that control for confounding variables: 

keeping the target fixed while varying preceding contexts
● Creating new materials that are mitigate social biases and compatible 

with small-vocabulary NLMs: Choice of lexical items as a window into 
consistencies and differences across NLMs



Discussion

● Our experiments detect stronger evidence of learning than reported in previous 
work, demonstrating the value of robust psycholinguistic methods in studying 
the potential of NLMs to learn complex syntactic phenomena.

● The value of our approach extends beyond RAL: giving NLMs a fair shot at 
displaying successful learning, regardless of the phenomenon under study.
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Exploratory analysis

● Our paradigm also allows us to look at cross-reflexive comparison.

● Do themselves/himself/herself perform differently, given their drastically 
different unigram probabilities in the training corpora?



● Experiment 1b:  profession nouns that are stereotypically male
○ Distractor-Baseline differential (blue bars) is significantly higher at 

herself

Cross-reflexive comparison for Exp 1b & Exp 2b



Cross-reflexive comparison for Exp 1b & Exp 2b

● Experiment 2b: nouns with lexicalized gender
○ A significant difference between the Distractor-Baseline differentials at 

himself vs. herself only for TinyLSTM and RNNG



Asymmetry between himself & herself

● We hypothesize that this difference can be attributed to the choice of 
vocabulary items. 

● In the Distractor condition of Exp 1
○ The distracting noun has stereotypically male gender (e.g. senators).
○ This feature match with himself in stereotypical gender, but not with 

herself, leading to a higher Distractor-Baseline differential for herself.



Asymmetry between himself & herself

● We hypothesize that this difference can be attributed to the choice of 
vocabulary items. 

● No such issue in Exp 2 (& Exp 3)
○ All nouns match with the target reflexive in lexical gender feature across 

conditions. 
○ But training data with few occurrences of herself can still lead to a high 

Distractor-Baseline differential, as is the case for TinyLSTM and RNNG.



General asymmetry between gender stereotypes

● This pattern may also result from a more general asymmetry between gender 
stereotypes: encountering herself after a stereotypically male noun is more 
surprising than encountering himself after a stereotypically female noun. 

● Interestingly, asymmetry also manifests in human production biases, where 
gendered pronoun production and interpretation are not mutually calibrated 
(Boyce et al., 2019).


